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Editorial Note regarding the republication of the 
retracted papers No. 1884, No. 2211 and No. 2254 
Journal of Vibroengineering decided to retract three papers1 because at the time of the 
investigation it seemed that the Journal had a conclusive evidence of publication misconduct2 by 
one of the co-authors after the publication of the articles. 
However, after an additional investigation, after the retraction, it became clear that: 
• Journal of Vibroengineering has inconclusive evidence of improper behavior by Prof. Magd 
Abdel Wahab. 
• Journal of Vibroengineering has conclusive evidence of an innocent and honest mistake by 
Prof. Magd Abdel Wahab. 
• All three retracted papers are scientifically sound – all of them passed the anti-plagiarism 
check, peer review, and several rounds of revisions. Not a slight doubt about the scientific 
correctness of all three papers. 
Based on these findings, Journal of Vibroengineering publishes this Editorial Note and 
re-publishes all three retracted papers. 
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